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CHAPTER I
INTRODDCTION
Rationale.— Since its formal introduction in the ninteenth century,
Vocational Home Economics has made great progress. It has become a high¬
ly specialized subject with rich and varied offerings in the sireas of
home and family living. A good vocational homemaking program provides ex¬
periences in selection, use and care of ho\isehold furnishings and equipment
and instills fundamentals of good household management.
The present trend of the Negro citizens of Toocoa, Georgia, toward
building new homes and purchasing and using mechanical household equipment
has imposed upon the Hlhitman Street High School the obligation to promote
such activities and provide such experiences as will help the Negro home-
owners to appreciate and take care of their household furnishings and
eqviipment and to learn how to manage more efficiently their household ac¬
tivities.
Limitations of Study.— This study was concerned with fifty Negro
ho\x3ewives in Tocooa, Georgia, and for a limited period of time. It has
the usual limitations of the questionnaire and interview methods of re-
sesirch. Its findings are based on personal opinions and impressions of
the subjects and of the writer and were drawn from a study of particular
methods of household management rather than from a comparative study of
different methods.
Statement of the Problem.— The emphasis in this study was v^on the
methods vised by Negro housekeepers in Toccoa, Georgia, in the care of
1
2
household furnishings and equipment; the problem involved in this study
-MBS to make a survey of methods used in the care of household furnishings
and equipment In fifty Negro homes in Tooooa, Georgia.
Purpose of Study.— Homemaking has become a highly specialized art.
The present trend toward the use of mechanical housekeeping aids has
brought about a standardization of methods of operation; new equipment
and materials are bringing about a change in methods and techniques ef>
feoting a saving in both time and energy and introducing more efficiency
into the picture of household management. The chief purpose of this study
was to answer the following questions;
1. What kind of furnishings and equipment are found in the Negro
homes in Toccoa, Georgia?
2. What methods and materials are used in the care of household
furnishings and equipment?
3. ?fhat is the opinion of the average Negro housewife in Tooooa,
Georgia, toward household management?
4. What possibilities are there for a more effective program of
household management education in the Whitman Street High School
and Negro community of Tooooa, Georgia?
Location of the Study.— This study was conducted in Tooooa, Georgia.
Period of the Study.— This study was made during the school term of
1953-1964.
Definition of Terms.— The following terms were defined to give a
clear understanding of the study.
In this study. Home Management, refers to the aot of planning, and
doing the work of homemaking in the most efficient manner.
3
The term. Household Furnishings^ refers to fxumiture, draperies,
emd floor coverings, articles that make the home attractive as well as
comfortable.
Die tern. Equipment, as used in this study refers to those articles
found in the home that the housekeeper utilizes in her efforts to achieve
the ends of household management and consists of smh eirticles as refri¬
gerators, stoves, washing machines, electric ironers, vacuum cleaners,
and other smaller hand equipment.
The term. Management, as used in this 8tu<fy refers to the formulation
of policies and to the direction of the use of the resources found in the
1
home.
term. Resources, as used in this study refers to those articles
and pieces of equipment found in the homo which are utilized by the home¬
maker in her daily household cleaning activities or in the care of equip¬
ment used for such purposes.
Related Literature.— Die literature surveyed by the writer as perti¬
nent to this study was concerned with concepts, research studies and ex¬
periences related to household furnishings and equipment and household
management.
Dio writer has made no attempt to gror;^) the related materials under
any general headings or divisions but rather has used such literature and
research studies as she has foxmd pertinent to the study to support the
following points:
1. There is close relationship between fatigue and management of
1




2. Inefficiency is the result of wasted motions and poor methods
of work.
3. Housekeeping procedures are effective to the degree that save
timOj money, and energy.
4. Ihere is no one best plan for household management.
5. Proper care of furnishings etnd equipment is dependent upon
knowledge and consideration of materials and their limitations.
6. Planning is necessary for efficient hoxmehold management.
7. Formal homemaking education is necessary to successful home¬
making and household management.
Homemaking has become a highly specialized art. There is no question
of the need of education and training for the business of successful home¬
making on the part of both students and adults. In the average home there
is usually some electrical and mechanical equipment as well as expensive
household fTjrnishings. One of the major problems of the efficient home¬
maker is the care and vq> keep of furnishings and equipment. Jane Adams
stresses this fact by sayingt
Today's homemaker has a large investment in electrical ap¬
pliances for her home. It’s just good jud^ent, therefore, to
protect that* investment through proper care of this equipment. 1
Ihe present trend toward the use of mechanical housekeeping aids has
brought about a stcuidardization of equipment and the development of new
methods and techniques in household management. Peet and Thye point out
1
Jane Adams, "Questions and Answers in the Care of Electrical Appli¬




Effioienfc use of equipment includes the correct selection,
arrangement, operation, and care of appliances so that the home-*
maker may aocon^lish the mairimiim amount of work with the minimum
of effort in the shortest possible time.^
Ihis study was made to determine the methods used by Negro housewives
of Toocoa, Georgia, in the care of household furnishings and equipment in
order to determine what steps can be taken to improve the teaching of home¬
making in general and household maziagement in particular. ]!he Committee
on Household Maxiagement and Kitchen and Other Work Centers at the
President’s Conference on Hoine Building and Home Ownership brought out the
point that:
While the present trend in the direction of automatic operation
of mechanical hoiisekeeping devices makes the standardization of
certain processes more easily possible, it should be recognized
that highly standardized processes in housekeeping,.. .demand expert
instruction that is, for the most part, beyond the rea<^ of the
housekeeper.^
After consulting several sources the investigator fotmd that althou^
various books, pamphlets, articles and research studies hsnre been written
concerniiig methods used in the care of household furnishings and equipment,
none of them have been concerned with the precise methods by housekeepers
in the performance of their daily home management activities. 3he report
by the Committee on Hovusehold Management and Kitchens revealed that sixteen
theses were vrritten which analyzed the time spent in the performance of
1
L. J. Peet and L. S. Ihye, Household Equipment (New York, 1949)
Introduction, vi-vii, 1-7.
2
Ihe President’s Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership, Com¬
mittee on Household Management and Kitchen euad Other Work Centers, House¬
hold Management and Kitchens (Washington, D. C., 1933), p. 5.
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daily houisehold duties; one thesis was written which evaluated the time
in routine housework; and one thesis was written that outlined a home
1
management course. The committee recommended that:
In view of the fact that definite information on effective
methods of performing tasks is so meager the following studies
be made:
1. Laboratoiy studies \inder normal home conditions, of the
variovis household tasks to determine the most effective
methods of performance.
2. That principles of scientific management be developed which
are adapted to use under home conditions.2
A more recent study of the activities of 1,500 rural and urban house¬
wives in different sections of the United States as reported by the
Bureau of Home Economics reveals that ei^ty-five per cent of the working
day for the farm wife and ninty-five per cent of the working day for the
urban homemaker is spent in routine duties and home management. The home¬
making activities in this study included those connected with housekeeping,
home maMgernent, and the care of family members, within the individual house¬
hold. Such outside activities as gardening, dairying, and the care of
poultry, ordinarily carried on by fsurm housewives were listed separately
as farm work. The following data were secured and utilized in this study:
1. The total time spent in homemaking activities.
2. The time spent in fai*m or other work.
3. The average length of the homemaker's working day.
4. The distribution of time among the different homemaking
1
The President’s Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership,
Committee on Hoxisehold Management and Kitchen and Other Centers, House¬





activities during the week.
Uie chief objective in time studies is to determine methods of
greatest efficiency in the performance of routine household management
activities. In the performance of daily household tasks the factors of
fatique and management have been found closely related. Nichell and
Dorsey point out that:
In all houses the problems related to the production and con¬
trol of fatiqx» are closely associated with those related to the
effective management of time sund energy.a large part of the
fatigue experienced by homemakers is due to the manner in which
they vise their time and energy in homemaking activities.^
Maud Wilson, in considering the element of fatigue in housework,
points out that:
The tasks considering the element of fatigvie by homemakers have
been recorded in a number of studies, in each one the data in¬
dicated that there is a definite correlation between fatigue ex¬
perienced and the dislike for the specific tasks. A study of dis¬
likes for specific tasks, made in Oregon shows that lavindry was
most disliked, while cleaning was the second most disliked task.^
Several factors contribute to the element of fatigue. According
to Nickell and Dorsey fatigue as seen in the individual is a subjective
state; it is difficult to measure. They state that;
Measurement of the actvial expenditure of energy in doing house¬
hold tasks gives no indication of the fatiguing effect of -the work.
Some of the li^t tasks which involve little expenditvire of energy
1
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Home Economics, ”A Study
of the Homemaker's Use of Time," Ikipublished Diata, U.S. Department of
Agrioultvore, cited by P. N. Nichell and J. M. Dorsey, Management in
Family Living (New York, 1943), pp. 56-59.
2
P. Nichell and J. M. Dorsey, Management in Family Living (New York,
1943), p. 76.
3
Maud Wilson, "Use of Time by Oregon Farm Homemakers,"Oregon Agri-
cultvral Experimental Station Bvilletin 332, 1929, p. 46; cited by P. Nichell
and J, M. Dorsey, Management in Family Living, p. 73.
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may be very fatiguing, owing to the mental approach, posture strain
muscle tension, or the concentration and skill required, while some
of the heavier tasks -which require more energy may actually be less
fatiguing thsoi those which one dislikes.... Little attempt has been
made to measure -Uie amount of fatigue caused by different homemaking
tasks.
A study of the amount of energy utilized by different persons clean¬
ing a rug by different me-thods was made in an experiment conducted by Ek.
Ryan at the Hoo-ver Vacum Cleaner Company. It was discovered -that:
Using a broom invol-res large muscle groups and increases the
metabolism 3E9 per cent abo-ve basal. Using a carpet sweeper in¬
creases the metabolism 155 per cent above basal, while a straight
type of vanuvnn cleaner wi-fch a stationary brush on the nozzle in¬
creases -bhe metabolism only 102.3 per cent.2
The problem of the efficient housewife is how to do all the work
■bhat must be done daily wi-th as little an expenditure of time and energy
as possible. The skilled housewife is more efficient than "the inexperienced
house-wife. Nichell and Dorsey point out the fact that:
The acquisition of skill in the performance of homemaking tasks
eliminates many time and energy consuming motions in the days work...
Tasks are easily done and plans are executed with speed smd smooth¬
ness by the skilled and experienced homemaker.... Ihe inexperienced
homemaker works slowly and laboriously.. .she finds it difficxilt to
carry out her plans according to schedule.3
Nichell and Dorsey point out -that each homemaker must disco-ver for
herself the most effective methods that she can xme in her home management
activities by trying various methods of doing each task and observing the
steps and motions involved in each method. In this way the easiest and
1
P. Nichell and J. M. Dorsey, op. cit., p. 73.
2.
V. W. Swartz, “Human Energy Costs of Operating a Vacum Cleaner at
Different Speeds," Journal of Home Eoonomios, XXI (September, 1952), 440.
3
P. Nichell and J. M. Dorsey, op cit., p. 118.
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most efficient methods of work can be determined and the best and most
suitable equipment as well as the most congenial working conditions can
1
be selected.
The efficient homemaker gives careful thought to the way she
perfonas her daily household tasks so that there will be little or no
waste of time or energy through useless motion or poor methods of work.
Nichell and Dorsey state:
The performance of each task requires effort of various kinds
...a brief analysis of homemaking activities shows that consider¬
able "manual effort" — reaching, raising, liftixig, holding,
carrying, stretching, pulling, and pushing is necessary....Torsal
effort — bending, leaning, rising, turning, stooping, sitting,
and kneeling is necessary in connection with the care of the house
....Pedal effort — walking, moving, and standing, is an essential
part of many homemaking and recreational activities.2
In making a change in methods, to bring about Increased efficiency
in household management, the chief problem confronting the average home-
3
maker is that of breaking away from traditional habits. E. S. Lynd and
4
H. M. Middleton indicate that the change to newer ways of doing house¬
work has been a slow process. They state that:
Under the old "rule-of-thumb". Mother to daughter method of
passing down the traditional domestic econoiiy...the home tended
to resist the intrusion of new habits.
Housekeeping procedures sure effective to the degree that they
1
P. Nichell and J. M. Dorsey, Ibid., pp. 65-66.
2
The President's Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership,
op. cit., p. 3.
3
R. S. lynd and H. M. Middleton, A Study of Contemporary American
Culture (New York, 1929), p. 157.
4
P. Nichell and J. M. Dorsey, op. cit., p. 136.
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conserve time and energy. Nichell and Dorsey are of the opinion that
the housekeeper can save time and energy by making a change in methods
of work. They point out that:
The purchasing of efficient working equipment is one of the
most common methods by which homemakers may control time and
energy expenditures in homemaking....Efficient workii:g equipment
for each task in the household should be the goal of all home¬
makers who are trying to conserve time and energy.^
In the selection of household furnishings and equipment the amount
of care they require is of vital importance. According to Nichell and
2
Dorsey this factor effects to a large degree the time and energy costs
in homemaking.
The efficient homemaker is interested in the removal of dirt from
household surfaces and the protection of clean surfaces. "The removal of
dirt from household objects is perhaps the most obvious objective of
3
housekeeping." Dirt can be roughly classified as dust, gz*easy diirt, and
4
sticky, water-soluble dirt. Each particular type of dirt requires a
different technique for removal. The efficient homemaker should plan her
work carefully in order to reduce the amount time and energy spent in the
care of the home, its furnishings, and its equipment. Willis Moffett
points out that:
One of the easiest ways to menage the cleaning of the house
and its furnishings and equipment is to make a definite but
1




Housekeeping Simplified by 0-Cedar,(Chicago), 0-Cedar Corporation,
p. 4.
4
American Dietetic Associatiln, A Committee of the Administration
Section, Care of Food Servioe Equipment (iHrmeapolis, 1949), p. 9.
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flexible plan for the cleaning tasks to be done daily, weekly,
monthly, semi-annually, and annually. Each homemaker’s plans
must be adapted to her particular household and the dirt produc¬
ing conditions in the nei^borhood and about the house.^
The bulletin, "How to Save Time, Money, Energy in Housekeeping,"
outlines a suggested plan for house cleaning in which it is recommended
that: (l) first things be done first to save doing over again for
example;
pi the weekly cleaning of the living room, you deem ashes
out of the fire place before you start to vacuum and in the bed¬
room you make the bed so that any lint from the bedding falls to
the rug before, and not after you vaoum the rug.^
(2) Wasted motion be eliminated to save time and energy. For
example;
You vacuum celling, molding’s etc... all things out of reach
...with the add of the extension tubes of your attachments. Then
you remove the tubes to clean lamp shades, book shelves and tables.
Use of this method eliminate the necessity of constantly taking
off amd putting on the extension tubes and attachments.^
(3) Big jobs be divided into several smaller daily jobs.
By following the suggested daily plan, your weekly house clean¬
ing will be easier. Use of the daily and weekly house cleaning
sohedde will entirely eliminate the need for major seasonal house
cleanings
There is no one particular system or plan of house cleaning which will
apply to every sitimtion and s\iit the needs of every housewife. Any
1
C. W. Moffett, House Cleaning Management and Methods, Farmers Bulletin
1834, U.S. Department ol^ Agriculture, l94o, pp. 1-S.
2
Electric Appliance Division, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, How






System which is satisfactory must be flexible enough to be easily changed
to fit the conditions of the indi-vidiial home.
The homemaker must not only be concerned with keeping the house neat
and tidy, but must also see that the equipment that she uses to this end,
is itself kept in good condition through correct use and care. Only in
this way can she be certain her efforts vrill be effective and that time
and energy will not be lost with equipment that cleans poorly and takes
longer than it should in the performance of routine household tasks.
Elizabeth Crandall points out the fact the wise homemfiker learns and uti¬
lizes to the best advantage the potentialities of her furnishings and equip¬
ment and develops techniques in handling it effectively.
An intelligent understanding of the potentialities of her
eqxiipment will be of limited value to the homemaker unless she
develops the necessary techniques and skill to use it effectively.!
Proper care of furnishings and equipment is dependent upon proper con¬
sideration of the material of ■which these materials are made are the limita-
2
tions of their operations. Elizabeth Crandall points out that most kttchen
and laundry equipment foxmd in -the average home is finished with porcelain
or baked enamel and althou^ beautiful to look and not too hard to clean,
is affected by acids, sudden changes in temperatures, and sharp blows. One
of the best sources of information concerning the limitations of different
eqxiipment is the manual of instructions pro-vdded by the manufacturers and
included -with the equipment. Bie same manuals of instructions care and
1
Elizabeth Walbert Crandall, "Learning to Live With Your New Equip¬




and proper use of this equipment,are xjsed by most manufacturers.
Homemakers have found that certain items of equipment are necessary
to effect cleaning operations. With some of this equipment the chief
advantage is not so much that time is saved^ but rather that fatigue is
1
lessened. Nickell and Dorsey point out that:
The length of the haixdles of floor mops, brooms, floor brushes,
vacuum sweepers and attachments, carpet sweepers, and other long
handled equipment affects the amount of energy used in cleaning
tasks, but as yet no energy cost studies have been made to show
much....well designed long bandied equipment makes it possible for
the homemaker to mopi sweep and dust the floors and clean the rugs
and carpets in a comfortable working position with the least amount
of effort.*
The homemaker always uses equipment that will enable her to do the
best possible job in the easiest and best possible way. It is very
important that proper care be taken of all equipment and that it be used
carefully and effectively. To this end the homemaker should see to it
that those who use the equipment are instructed in proper methods of oar-
3
ing for the equipment as well as using it.
4
Peet and Thye in their book. Household Equipment , list the follow¬
ing hand cleaning equipment commonly found and used by most housewivesi
1. Carpet sweepers
2. Brooms
3. Floor polishing brushes
4. Scrub brushes
1
Household Management and Kitchens, op. cit., p. 31.
2
P. Niohell and J. M. Dorsey, Management in Family Living, p. 134-36.
3
Care of Food Service Equipment, op. cit., p. 12.
4
L. J. Peet and L. S. Thye, op. cit., pp. 301-05.
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9. Toilet bowl brushes
The cleaning of carpets and rugs is a major problem in the modem
home and involves quite an expenditure of both time and energy. Peet
and Tlye state that "Recent studies indicate 85 per cent of all dirt
1
that accumulates in a room is in the carpet." Another kind of dirt
found in homes is surface litter such as hairs, lint, and threads. Dust
is found in every home and is very harmful because all dust contains a
large quantity of grease. This grease along with dirt and dust gradually
dulls carpets and rugs. "It is obviously a waste of money to work out a
harmonious plan of decoration and then proceed to ruin it by neglecting to
2
protect and maintain the color plan."
A good vacuum cleaner will remove dirt, dust, and soot thus protect¬
ing the homemaker's investment. There is no substitute for a good
vacuum cleaner. In a sujrvey conducted among average homemakers it was
discovered that if properly used the modern electric vacuum cleaner would
save as much as two hours of labor per week and remove up to as much as
twice as much dirt as removed by ordinary house cleaning methods utiliz-
3
ing the broom and other hand equipment.
1
L. J. Peet and L. S. Thye, Household Equipment (New York, 1949),
Introduction vii-viii, p. 284.
2
How to Save Time, Money, Energy in Housekeeping, Vc-240, p. 7.
^Ibid., p. 9.
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The Americem housewife is li-ving in a wonderworld of mechanical
housekeeping aids. For her, learning to live efficiently and to use
effectively the equipment found in the average home involves four factors
1
which Elizabeth Cradnall lists as follows:
1. Choosing the model which most nearly fits the family's needs.
2. Recognizing the limitations of the equipment.
3. Exploring its potentialities.
4. Practicing suialytically until the necessary skills and
techniques for its use are acquired.
In the selection, care, and use of either furnishings or equipment
the homemaker is called upon to make decisions of a managerial nature;
"Her ability to analyze her own needs will be of tremendous importance
2
in determining the satisfaction she will derive from the equipment."
Not only does the housekeeper face the problem of making wise decisions
but she must also develop the necessary skills and techniques to enable
her to use her equipment and furnishings effectively and with the great¬
est degree of effioienoy possible. The development of skill in the use
of equipment and the development of good techniques of working can be
acquired through painstaking effort. Effective techniques, or methods of
work, can be arrived at by attempting a variety of them and selecting the
one that gives the greatest satisfaction. Crandall supports this idea
when she states:
1
Elizabeth Walbert Crandall, "Learning to Live with Your New Equip¬





It is impossible to estimate how long it will take to develop
skill in a task...it will depend on the worker's manual dexterity,
her understanding of what are effective versus ineffective motions,
or lack of similarity in the items handled, and the strength of
her desire to improve.^
2
Nichell and Dorsey are of the opinion!
The homemaker learns better management by analyzing her own
situation...and by being conscious of what is evolved in good
management, by checking her own qualities against the qualities
that make for success in homemaking.
The wise housekeeper and efficient homemaker utilizes planning in
her management of the home; its furnishings, its equipment, and its
activities, as in other areas of endeavor, does not come by chance.
Success comes from work which is associated with an effective plan.
Nichell and Dorsey feel that ”planning, which is associated with all
purposive work, involves mental energy." They suggest three steps in
planning}
1. Determination of purpose or objective.
2. Mapping out the best way or line of procedure by which end
results may be reached through imagination and analysis.
3. Decision of how the way mapped out is to be put into operation.
Management, however, if used solely to bring about better methods
of work to save either time or energy has little meaning for the home¬
maker. Management is meaningful when utilized to put into effect the
standard of housekeeping. The committee on Household Management and
1
Elizabeth Yfalbert Crandall, op. cit., p. 4.
2
Nichell and J. M. Dorsey, op. cit., p. 29.
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Kitchen and Other Work Centers points outj
The attractiveness of the home depends to a large extent upon
the materials and finishes that are used in its construction,
especially with regard to exposed surfaces.... The care of surfaces
constitutes a large part of housekeeping activities.... The con¬
dition in which surfaces are kept, together with general orderli¬
ness, fixes the standard of housekeeping.
2
Jay Carver Bossard points out:
■Wherever you may live, or in whatever character of dwelling
your family may be housed, there is a so-called standard of living
which you either unconsciously strive to acquire.
Success in homemaking is determined by the type of housekeeper or
homemaker a person is. Since the program of home Economics Education
contributes to efficiency in homemaking the development of skills and
techniques that contribute to effective homemaking and the attainment
of higher standards of living; its success is measured by the type of
3
housekeepers that emerge from the school.
J. Niche11 and J. M. Dorsey state that many homemakers know little
or nothing about homemaking before marriage and consequently acquire
through trail-and-error varying degrees of skill in housekeeping activi¬
ties, and by a process of changing from one technique or method to another
gradually learn how to do household tasks with a fair degree of effi-
4
oiency. Formal training in household management education and is offer¬
ed by schools and colleges in home economics departments. This point of
view is supported by Nichell and Dorsey who state '•skill in certain tasks
1
Jay Carver Bosssurd, Your Home and You (Philadelphia, 1938), p. 11.
2
The President’s Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership,
op. cit., p. 8.
3





may be acquired in...secondary and high school classes."
Frances Mae Eberhardt made a survey of the opinions of high sohool
students end graduates on the value of home economics to them in their
daily life activities. She found that most of them were of the opinion
that it played an important role in making them good housekeepers and
2
better home managers. Daisy Lewis made a survey of the program of
home economics for adult Negroes in Georgia. The survey covered twenty-
one counties. She found tht following to be major problems:
1. Lack of pride in keeping clean, attractive, homes and communities.
2. Poor management of home activities.^
Lewis found in her study, that fifty seven per cent of the Negro%,
homemakers needed help in the care of home funiishings. She also found
that seventy one per cent of the Negro homemakers needed help in develop¬
ing skill in managing the home and in performing necessary household
duties. To Lewis, the findings of the survey were significant; she felt
it best for Negro homemakers; to "purchase home furnishings wisely, proper-
4
ly care for and make the best use of what they already had."
Summary of Literature.— The writer in surveying pertinent and relat¬
ed literature found that most authorities agree that:
1
P. Nichell and J. M. Dorsey, op. cit., p. 109.
2
Frances M. Eberhardt, "An Evaluation of a Four Year Home Economics
Course by the Graduates of Cedar Hill High School, 1940 to 1950, p. 15,
Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Department of Education, Atlanta University.
3
Daisy Lewis, "A Functional Adult Program for Negro Homemakers in
Georgia, Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Department of Education, Atlanta




1. The present trend in homemaking toward the utilization of
automatic mechanical housekeeping devices makes the standardization of
certain methods of operation easy, but necessitates expert instruction
in the use and care of equipment. This is for the majority of homemakers,
beyond their reach and must be taught by someone who has had experience
with, or is trained in efficient methods of home management.
2. In the selection of equipment aa well as furnishings the home¬
maker should know the limitations of her equipment as well as what
operations she will require of it. It is pointed out that inadequate
equipment is a major cause of waste of time and of energy, and that where
possible equipment should be selected that can be utilized for several
different jobs. The literature studied by the writer revealed that studies
indicate that the most tiring tasks are those most disliked. Literature
pertinent to the study stressed the fact that one of the easiest and best
ways to manage care of the home, its furnishings, and its equipment is
to make a flexible plan for doing the tasks to be done daily, weekly,
monthly, or annually. Each plan should be adapted to the needs of the
particular situation and should effect a saving of time and energy.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS, AND INTERPRETATION OP DATA
General Desoription and Treatment of Data.»» The data obtained from
the questionnaires returned by the thirty-seven housewives irtio participated
in this study and from the thirteen interviews conducted by the vriter, in
this study of the metiiods used by fifty Negro housewives in Tocooa,
Georgia in the care of household furnishings and equipment eire analyzed
and discussed in the li^t of pertinent questions advanced under the pur¬
pose of the study, presented in Chapter one, page one:
1. Nhat kind of furnishings and eqxilpment are found in the Neg^o
homes In Toocoa, Georgia?
2. Nhat methods and materials are used in the care of household
furnishings and equipment?
3. Nhat is the opinion of the average Negro housewife in Iboooa,
Georgia, toward household management?
4. Nhat possibilities are there for a more effective program of
household management education in the Nhitman Street Hi^ School
and Negro community of Toocoa, Georgia?
Data for the Kind of Equipment Found in the Homes of Fifty Negro
Housewives of Toocoa, Georgia, in 1953.— Table 1 shows data for the
amount and kinds of household equipment found in the homes of the fifty
Negro housewives of Tocooa, Georgia, udio took part in the study.
Analysis of the data shown in Table 1 reveals that electric refriger¬
ators, electric ranges, and electric vacuua cleaners were available in
more than fifty per cent of the homes of the fifty Negro housewives who
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participated in the study.
TIABLE 1
NDMBER AND KINDS OF EQUIPMENT FOUND IN HOMES OF FIFTY NEGRO
HOUSEWIVES OF TOCCOA, GEORGIA IN 1953
Items Homes with
Eqviipment
Per Cent of Homes
with Equipment
Electric Refrigerators 43 86
Electric Ranges 32 64
Electric Washers 25 50
Automatic Washers 3 6
Electric Irons 50 100
Vacuian Cleaners 33 66
“Diere viere more electric refrigerators than electric ranges in the
homes of the fifty Negro housewives who participated in the study.
Figures show that there were twenty-two per cent more electric refriger¬
ators in the homes of the fifty Negro citizens who participated in the
study than there were electric ranges. Twenty-eight housewives or fifty-
three per cent of the Negro housewives who participated in the study had
electric washing machines. There were twenty-two per cent more Negro
housewives with mangier type washers than there were with avrbomatic washers.
Sixty-six per cent of the Negro housewives "aho participated in the study
had electric vacum cleaners. !lhe electric iron was fomd most often in
the homes of the fifty Negro housewives who participated in the study.
Ihe automatic electric washer was found least. One hundred per cent
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of the housewives had electric irons whereas only six per cent of the
housewives had automatic electric washers.
Data for the Kind of Furnishings found in the Homes of Fifty Negro
Housewives of Hbocoa, Georgia, in 1953.— Table 2 shows data for the
kinds of furnishings found in the homes of fifty of the Negro housewives
of Tooooa, Georgia^ who participated in the study and the number of homes
wiiii those particular furnishings. Analysis of the data presented in
Thble 2 reveals that only thirty per cent of the homes of the Negro house¬
wives who took part in the study had hard wood floors. There were fovar per
cent more homes with hard wood floors than there were with inlaid linoleun
flooring. Only twenty-six per cent of the homes had inlaid linoleun floor
covering.
TABLE 2
NUMBER AND KINDS OF FURNISHINGS FOUND IN HOMES OF FIFTY REPRE¬
SENTATIVE NEGRO HOUSEWIVES OF TOCCOA, GEORGIA, IN 1963
Kinds of Furnishings Number of Homeswith Furnishings
Per Cent of Homes
with Furnishings
Hardwood Floors 15 30
Inlaid Linoleum 13 26
Congoleum Rugs 43 86
Rugs and Carpets 37 74
Draperies 30 60
Eighty-six per cent of the homes had congolexm floor covering while
seventy-five per cent had either rugs or carpets or bcSi. Biere were
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twelve per cent fewer homes wiih carpets or rugs for floor covering than
■Hiere wore with oongolevan floor coverings.
C\irtains were used hy every housewife emd were not considered in the
stucfy. Approximately three-fifths or sixty per cent of the fifty homes
covered in the study had draperies.
The methods and materials used in the care of hotisehold furnishings
and equipment by the fifty Negro housewives of Tbocoa, Georgia, who partic¬
ipated in the stuc^ are shown in tables that follow.
Table 3 shows methods used by twenty-five Negro housewives in Tooooa,
Georgia, in the care and use of electric washing machines.
TABLE 3
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF HOUSEWIVES THAT PRACTICE






Rinse and dry washing machine
after using it. 15 60
Release pressure on wringer
rolls when not in use. 21 84
Rinse and dry wringer rolls
aifter each use of tub. 6 24
Drain tub and remove lint from
drain-screen after each washing. 23 92
Clean and check washer at peri¬
odic intervals when not in use. 2 8
Drain water from hose after
each use of tub. 25 100
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Data for the Methods Used by Tvren-ty-Fi-ro Negro Housewives in the
Care and Use of Eleotrie Washing Machines.— Analysis of the data pre¬
sented in Table 3 reveals idie fact that ninty-two per oent of the Negro
housewives who had electric washers drained them and removed lint ftom
the drain screen each time they used the washers. Sixty per oent of
these housewives rinsed and dried their washing madiines after using them.
twenty4ir0e of the housewives who removed lint from drain screens failed
to rinse and dry their washers after they had finished using them.
Eighty-foxir per cent of the housewives T«flio had electric washers re¬
leased the pressure on wringer rolls when the washers were not in use.
TVrenty-four per cent of the housewives with electric washers rinsed and
dried wringer rolls each time they finished using the washers. Sixty per
oent of the housewives irtio released pressure on the wringer rolls each
time they used the washer failed to rinse and dry the rollers. Only el^t
per cent of the housewives who had electric washing machines cleaned and
checked them at periodic intervals when they did not use them. This re¬
veals that ninty-two per cent of the housewives who had electric washers
do not clean and check them periodically idien they ture not used for long
periods of time.
Data on the methods used in the use and care of electric ranges by
the Negro horosewlves who participated in the study and who had electric
ranges are presented in Table 4.
According to the figures shown in Table 4, forty-six per cent of
fifteen of the thirty-two Negro housewives in Toocoa, Georgia, who partic¬
ipated in the study and who owned and used electric ranges used nothing on
the tops of the ranges to protect the enamel sxrface from being chipped
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or scratched. Seventeen or fifty-two per cent of the housewives were con-
cenied about the care of their ranges and used rtibber mats to protect the
enameled surface of the ranges from scratches and from being chipped by
rou^ use.
I&BLE 4
NDMBBR AH® PER CEHT OF THIRTY-TWO HEGRO BDUSEVTIVES IN
TOCCOA THAT PRACTICED SPECIFIC MBTH0T3S OF CARING






Use mats on top of range for pro¬
tection of enamel surfaces. 16 46
No protective mats used on top of
ranges. 17 54
Wipe spilled foods from ranges with
dry cloth or paper towel. 14 44
Wipe spilled foods from ranges with
wet clot^. 18 56
Use coimnon deeming agent to clean
enamel sxurfaces emd chrome. 26 81
Use special cleaning agents to clean
enamel surfaces and chrome 6 19
Wash enamel while range is hot. 31 97
Wash enamel while reinge is cold. 2 3
With regard to wiping foods spilled on the electric ranges by house¬
wives in the process of cookings the data in Table 4 shows that forty-four
per cent of the housewives followed the practice of wiping spilled foods
from the range with a dry cloth idiile -tiie other ei^teen or fifty-six per
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cent vused a wet or damp cloth.
Die figxires in Table 4 show that most of the housewives who had
electric ranges used the cleaning agents usually found in the average
household, in preference to those recommended by manufacturers to keep
enamel and chrome on the electric ranges clesin and in good condition.
Ei^ty-one per cent or twenty-six housewives used common cleaning agents
while ninteen per cent or six housewives used special cleaning agents.
The figures in Table 6 show the per cent of Negro homemakers in
Toccoa, Georgia, who took peurt in the study performed the basic tasks
necessary to take care of suid preserve floors and floor coverings.
TABLE 5
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF NEGRO HDDSEWIVES MO
PERFORMED TASKS BASIC TO CARE AND PRESER-






Clean surface of linoletnn of congo-
leum with soap and water before
waxii^. 43 100
Use damp mop on floors to remove
dust and light dirt. 15 30
Use dry mop on floors to remove
dirt and light dirt. 35 70
Sweep carpets and rugs. 17 34
Vaouimi carpets and rugs. 33 66
Wash carpets and rugs. 5 10
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Data on the Methods Used by the Negro Housewives in Toocoa^ Georgia,
in the Care of Floors and Floor Co'verings.-— Analysis of the data reooi*ded
in Table 5 repeals the fact that while one hundred per cent of the Negro
housewi-ves in Tooooa who participated in the study and who had congoleum
rugs used soap and water to remove dirt . and old wax applying a new coat
of liquid wax, the percentage of Negro housewives who used effective
methods of oaring for floors and floor coverings is not as high.
Thirty per cent of the Negro housewives used dan^ mops to remove
dust and light dirt Arom floors as compared to seventy per cent who used
diy mops for the same purpose. With regard to care of rugs and carpets,
the data recorded in Table 5 shows that almost twice as many housewives
used vacuum cleaners to clean rugs and carpets as used brooms to sweep them.
Only five per cent of the housewives, according to the data, washed their
rugs and carpets to clean them.
Date on the methods used by Negro housewives in Toocoa, Georgia, in
the care of the electric refrigerator is presented in Table 6.
Data on the Methods Used by Negro Housewives in Tooooa, Georgia, in
the Care of Electric Refrigerators.-- The electric refrigerator is a piece
of equipment found in almost every household. The preservation of food
is a major occupation in the life of the modern homemakers. The care given
to the refrigerator and the use made of it, are of significance to the
home manager because it represents a large investment of the family's
money.
The data in Table 6 show the methods used by Negro housewives of
Toocoa, Georgia, in the use and care of the eleotric refrigerator and
the percentage of those housewives who followed the different methods.
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TABLE 6
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF NEGRO HOUSEWIVES WHO PERFORMED TASKS
BASIC TO U^ AND CARE OF THE ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS






Defrost refrigerators and clean refri¬
gerators at one and same time. 20 47
Defrost refrigerators and clean refri¬
gerators at different times. 23 63
Provide adequate space for proper
vendilation behind and above refri¬
gerators. 43 100
Keep oondensor unit free from dust,
lint, and cob webs by regular
periodic cleaning. 31 81
Avoid letting acid foods come in con¬
tact with enamel surfaces of refri¬
gerator. 38 88
Clean rubber gasket with soda. 10 23
Cool food before storing it. 33 77
Cover goods stored to prevent trans¬
fer of flavor and loss of moisture. 34 79
Analysis of the data in Table 6 show that although all of the house¬
wives who had refrigerators defrosted them, fifty-three per cent oi*
twen^-three housewives defrosted their refrigerators at one time and
cleaned them at some other time, while fox^y-seven per cent or twenty
housewives defrosted them and cleaned them at the same time.
The figures in Table 6 show that thirty-five or eight-one per cent
of the housewives kept oondensor units on the refrigerators free from
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dust, lint, and oob webs, this means that eight Negro housewives or
ninteen per cent do not keep the condenser units free from dust, lint,
or oob webs by regular cleaning methods*
The data of Table 6 show that twenty-three per oent or ten Negro
housewives in Toccoa, Georgia, who had refrigerators used soda to clean
the rubber gasket on the refrigerators. Forty-three housewives, one
hundred per oent of the housewives who had electric refrigerators, took
pains to prevent acid foods from coming into contact with the enameled
surfaces of the refrigerator.
The data recorded in Table 6 show forty-three housewives or one
hundred per cent of the housewives cooled food before storing it in the
refrigerators. This was nine per oent more than the number of housewives
who covered their food when placing it in the refrigerator.
Data for the Method Used by Fifty Negro Housewives in Toccoa, Georgia,
in the Care of Household Furniture.— Table 7 shows data for the methods
used by fifty Negro housewives in Toccoa, Georgia, in the care of house¬
hold furniture and the zuuaber and per cent of housewives who utilized each
method.
Analysis of the data in Table 7 reveals that the housewives who
participated in the study either dusted, waxed, or polished household
furniture. The housewives used oil or cream polish to preserve the beauty,
lustre and finish of the furniture. One hundred per oent of the Negro
housewives in Toccoa, Georgia, who took part in the study dusted their
furniture to remove dust and dirt-film. Twenty-three housewives or forty-
six per oent of the fifty housewives who took part in the study waxed
their household furniture, while twenty-seven per oent of the housewives
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used either oil or cream polish to preserve and protect household furni¬
ture.
TABLE 7
METHODS USED BY FIFTY HOUSEWIVES IN TOCCOA, GEORGIA,






Dusting Furniture 50 100
Waxing Furniture 23 46
Polishing Furniture 27 54
According to the data showi in Table 8, ei^ty-ei^t per cent of the
housewives did their washing, eighty-one per cent cleaned their electric
ranges, seventy-six per cent ironed, thirty-five per cent defrosted and
cleaned their refrigerators, and twenty-ei^t per cent polished or waxed
their furniture at regular intervals of time.
Fourteen or twenty-ei^t per cent of the twenty-three housewives isho
polished or waxed their furniture did so at regular periodic intervals,
while thirty-six or seventy-two per cent of the housewives did so at ir¬
regular intervals. There were twenty-two more housewives who polished or
waxed furniture at irregular intervals than did so at regular intervals.
Forty-four or eighty-ei^t per cent of the fifty housewives who par¬
ticipated in the study washed at regular intervals while six housewives
or twelve per cent did their washing at irregular intervals. Diere were
thirty-eight more housewives vrtio washed at regular intervals than there
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were who washed at irregular intervals.
TABLE 8
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF FIFTT NEGRO HOUSEWIVES IN TOCCOA,
GEORGIA, WHO CARRIED OH BDUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT ACTIVITY
AT REGULAR OR IRREGULAR INTERVALS OF TIME
Housewives Report- Housewives Report-
. Number ujasks Performed ing Tasks Performed
l^ype of Activity Reporting ^t Regular Inter- at Irregular Inter-
Equipment vals of Time vals of Time
Number Per Cent Niaaber Per Cent
Clesuiing Range 32 26 81 6 19
Polishing or Waxing
Furniture 23 14 28 36 72
Washing Clothes 50 44 88 6 12
Ironing Clothes 50 38 76 12 24
Defrosting and Clesin-
ing Electric Refri-
gerator 43 15 35 28 66
Thirty-eight or seventy-six per cent of the housewives who partici¬
pated in the study ironed at regular intervals while twelve or twenty-
foix* per cent did their ironing at inregular intervals. There were twenty-
six more housewives vftio ironed at regular intervals than there were who
ironed at irregular intervals.
Fifteen hotisewives or thirty-five per cent defrosted and cleaned
their electric refrigerators at regular intervals of time whereas twenty-
eight or sixty-five per cenb defrosted and cleaned their electric refri¬
gerators at irregular intervals of time.
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Data for the Number and Peroentage of the Negro Housewives in
Tooooaj Georgia^ Who Peurtiolpated in. the Study and Carried on Household
Managemant Activity at Regular or Irregular Intarrals of Tima»— The
regularitywith whioh different household management tasks are oarried on
by the Negro housewi-ves who participated in the study is shown in Table 8.
Analysis of Table 8 shows that it contains data related to the regula«ity
of household activities of managerial nature as reported by housewives
who participated in the study.
The data in Table 8 reveal that of the thirty-two housewives who re-
pox*ted having electric ranges, twenty-six housewives or eighty-one per
cent, cleaned their electric ranges at regular periodic intervals as com¬
pared to six housewives or ninteen per cent that cleaned their electric
ranges at irregular intervals.
Seventy-two per cent of the housewives polished or waxed furxiiture,
sixty-five per cent defrosted end cleaned their electric ranges, and
twelve per cent washed at irregular intervals of time.
The majority of the housewives who participated in the study, accord¬
ing to the data in Table 8, cleaned their electric ranges, washed, and
ironed at regular intervals, and polished or waxed furniture, and defrosted
and cleaned their refrigerators at irregular intervals of time.
Data for the Number and Per Cent of the Fifty Negro Housewives in
Tooooa, Georgia, who Participated in the Study that Plcumed or Did Not
Plan Their Household Management Activities.— Analysis of the data in
Table 9 reveals the following findings concerning the number of housewives
who plan their household management activitiest
1. Fifty-four per cent of the fifty Negro housewives planned their
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daily-weekly cleaning activities ahead of time whereas forty
six per oent did not.
2, Ninty-four per cent of the fifty Negro housewives planned their
spring cleaning activities ahead of time whereas only six per
oent did not. \
3. Eight per oent more of the Negro housewives planned their daily¬
weekly cleaning activities then did not plan them.
TABLE 9
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF THE FIFTY NEGRO HOUSEWIVES IN TOCCOA,
GEORGIA, WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE STUDY WHO PLAN OR DO
NOT PLAN THEIR HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
PREPLANNED SCHEDULE NO PLANNED SCHEDULE
Activity Number of Per Cent of Number of Per Cent of
Housewives Housewives Housewives Housewives
Regular day-week
cleaning 27 54 23 46
Spring cleaning 47 94 3 6
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLIACTIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduotory Statement.— The pi^sent trend of the Negro homemakers
of Tooooa, Georgia, toward building new homes and purchasing and using
meohanical household equipment has imposed upon the Wiitman Street High
School the obligation to promote suoh activities and provide suoh experi«>
ences as will assist the homemakers to appreciate and take care of their
valuable household furnishings and equipment, and to learn to manage
their household activities more effioiently.
The emphasis in this study was upon the methods used by fifty Negro
homemakers in Toocoa, Georgia, in the care of household furnishings end
household equipment. The problem involved in this study was to make a
survay of methods used in the care of household furnishings and equipment
in fifty Negro homemakers in Tooooa, Georgia.
The purpose of this study was to answer the following questions}
1. Ihat kind of furnishings and equipment are found in the Negro
homes in Toocoa, Georgia?
2. HVhat methods and materials aire used in the oare of household
furnishings and equipment?
3. What is the opinion of the average Negro homamakens, in Tooooa,
Georgia, toward household management?
4. What possibilities are there for a more effeotive program of
household management education in the Whitman Street High School
and the Negro community of Toocoa, Georgia?
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The Method of Prooedur*.— The method of procedure used in making
this study involved the following steps:
1. The writer formulated a questionnaire to secure data concerning
the household furnishings and equipment found in the homes of
the Negro housewives in Toocoa, Georgia, and the methods used
by them in their care. The items used in the questionnaire wex*e
based on the methods that a survey of related literature reveal¬
ed were approved by manufacturers of household equipment and
utilized by efficient housewives. The items used in the ques*
tionnaire were formulated to secure the following information:
a. The type and degree of planning done by the fifty Negro
housewives in Tooooa, Georgia, in their daily homemaking
activities.
b. The type of furnishings and equipment found in the homes of
the fifty Negro housewives in Tooeoa, Georgia.
c. The methods used by the fifty Negro homemakers of Tooeoa,
Georgia, in the care of their home furnishings and equip¬
ment.
d* The effectiveness of the methods utilized by fifty Negro
homemakers of Tooooa, Georgia, in the care of their home
furnishings and equipment.
e. The attitude or opinion of the fifty Negro housewives of
Tooooa, Georgia, toward household maneigement.
f. The possibilities that exist for providing a more effective
program of household management education in the IVhitman
Street High School and the Negro oommunily of Toccoa,
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Georgia.
2. One hundred questionnaires, each accompanied by a letter of
explanation, were mailed to one hundred Negro housewi-ves in
Toocoa, Georgia. These one hundred Negro housewives were
selected on the basis of their possessing modern homes and
household fumisnings and equipment, and thus make possible the
use of modern methods of caring for household furnishings and
equipment.
3. Fifty questionnaires were mailed to housewives in one section
of Toocoa celled "New Town" and fifty were mailed to housewives
living in another section called "Summerhill." Of the one
hundred questionnaires mailed only thirty-seven, or thirty seven
per cent were returned. Twenty-two or forty-four per cent of
those sent to housewives in "New Town" were returned and fifteen
or thirty per cent in "Summerhill" were returned.
4. In order to secure data from at least fifty per cent of the
original group of one hundred Negro housewives for this study the
writer conducted personal interviews with thirteen housewives to
whom questionnaires had been sent but who had failed to complete
them, but were willing to be interviewed. Three interviews were
conducted in "New Town" and ten in "Summerhill," thus giving
twenty-five from each section.
5. The information secured flrom the questioimaire returned by the
thirty-seven housewives and the thirteen questionnaires which were
filled out during the interviews conducted, by the writer was
checked and assembled intc nine tables.
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6. The data were analyzed; oonclusions were drawn; and recom¬
mendations were made and interpreted; for improving the teach¬
ing of household management.
Summary of Literature.— The writer in suiT^eying the literature
pertinent to this study found that most authorities agree that:
1. The present trend in homemaking toward the utilization of auto-
matio mechanical housekeeping devices is bringing about the
standardization of methods of using and oaring for household
furnishings and equipment.
2. Steuadardization of methods of using and oaring for household
furnishings and equipment necessitates expert instruction by
persons with experience or training in efficient methods of uti¬
lizing and caring for the home, its furnishings, and its equip¬
ment.
The writer found that no studies had been made exactly like this
study, but that references were made to time studies as a method of
determining methods of greatest efficiency in household management.
The related literature pointed out that in household management the
elements of fatique; energy, and household management were closely re¬
lated and that all are found in varying degrees in any method utilized by
the housewife in the use and care of her household furnishings and equip¬
ment.
The literature surveyed also indicated that any satisfactory method
of household management must be based upon wise plazining. Each plan should
be adapted to the needs of the particular situation and should effect a
saving of time as well as energy.
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The literature pointed out that mai^ housekeepers learn to manage
homes and utilize and care for their furnishings and equipment through
trial and error and acquire varying degrees of skill and managerial
ability. The literature pointed out that the types of housekeepers that
emerge from the school is indicative of the types of experiences and train¬
ing in household management that are being offered by the school.
Pertinent facts revealed in the literature showed that:
1. Mai^ high school students and graduates feel that home economics
^ classes played a major role in making them better homemakers
1
and more efficient home managers.
2. A major problem among adult Negro homemakers is that of house-
2
hold management.
Findings of the Present Study.— This study yielded the following
significant findings:
1. Fifteen or thirty per cent of the homes surveyed had hardwood
floorings in all rooms except bathroom and kitchen.
2. Thirteen or twenty-six per cent of the homes surveyed had in¬
laid linoleum floorings in all rooms except the living room.
3. Forty-three or eighty-six per cent of the homes surveyed had
oongoleum rugs in some rooms, particularly in the kitchen.
4. Thirty-seven or seventy-four per cent of the homes surveyed had
1
Frances Use fiberhardt. "An Evaluation of a Four Year Home
Economics Course by the Graduates of Cedar Hill High School, 1940 to 1950,"
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Department of Education, Atlanta University,
p. 15.
2
Daisy Lewis, "A Functional Adult Program for Negro Homemakers in
Georgia," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Department of Education, Atlanta
University, 1949, p. 11.
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scattered rugs or carpet floor coverings.6.Thirty or sixty per cent of the homes surveyed had draperies.
6. Forty-three or eighty-six per cent of the homes surveyed had
electric refrigerators.
7. Thirigr-two or sixty-four per cent of the homes surveyed had
electric ranges*
8. Twenty-five or fifty per cent of the homes surveyed had electric
washers.
9. Three or six per cent of the homes surveyed had automatic electric
washers.
10. Fifty or one hundred per cent of the homes surveyed had electric
irons.
11. Thirty-thiee or sixty-six per cent of the homes surveyed had
vacuum cleaners.
12. Ten or forty per cent of the housewives who reported owning elec¬
tric washers were not washing and drying them after each use.
13. Ninteen or seventy-six per cent of the housewives reporting
electric washers were not rinsing and drying the wringer rolls
when they finished using the washers.
14. Twenty-three or eighty two per cent of the housewives reporting
electric washers, did not clean and check their washers at
periodic intervals when not using them for long periods of time.
16. Seventeen or fifty-four per cent of the housewives reporting
electric ranges were not using mats on top of them to protect
the enamel surfaces.
16. Thiirby or ninty-seven per cent of the housewives reporting
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electric ranges were washing the enamel surfaces while their
ranges were hot.
17. Twenty-six or eighty-one per cent of the housewives reporting
electric ranges were not using special cleaning agents to clean
the chrome and enamel surfaces.
18. Seventeen or forty-five per cent of the housewives reporting
rugs and carpets were using the broom to sweep them.
19. Thirty-five or seventy per cent of the housewives were using
dry mops to remove dust and light dirt from floors and floor
coverings.
20. Twenty-seven or forty-seven per cent of the housewives reporting
electric refrigerators were not keeping the condenser unit free
from dust, lint, and cob webs.
21. Twenty-six or eighty-one per cent of the housewives reporting
electric ranges indicate they cleaned them at regular intervals.
22. Forty-four or eighty-eight per cent of the housewives who par¬
ticipated in the study indicated they washed at regular inter¬
vals of time.
23. Twenty-eight or sixty-five per cent of the housewives reporting
electric refrigerators cleaned and defrosted them at irregular
intervals of time.
24. Twenty-seven or fifty-four per cent of the housewives who par¬
ticipated in this study cleaned their homes according to a pre¬
planned sohedule as opposed to twenty-three or forty-six per
cent that did not plan their regular cleaning activities.
Conelusions.-- The following conclusions were drawn from an inter-
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preparation of data collected by the writer in connection with this study;
1. Up-to-date household furnishings and modern mechanical equip¬
ment were found in a large percentage of the homes of the house¬
wives who participated in this study.
2. Standardized methods and meterials were used by many of the
housewives in the care of household furnishings and equipment,
3. Household management was looked upon by the housewives who took
part in this study as methods of planning to make the best use
of materials and the wisest expenditure of time and energy. A
large percentage of the Negro housewives of Toocoa, Georgia,
have recognized values in possessing and utilizing modern meohan-
ioal household equipment and now enjoy, such advantages as in¬
crease efficiency in household management with a reduction in
energy expended in the use end care of household furnishings and
equipment, and an overall decrease in the time spent in hpusehold
management aoti'vities.
4. A program of home management education can be utilized as a means
of helping a greater number of Negro housewives in Toocoa,
Georgia, to learn standardized methods of using and oaring for
household furaishings and equipment and to learn how to plan the
household management activities that must be carried on in the
home.
Implications,— This thesis holds certain implications for school
administrators, teachers of home economics, and for homemakers. School
administrators who wish to improve the offerings of depeurtments of home
economics in their schools or who wish to evaluate the offerings in terms
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of the type of homemakers the sohool is producing, or sure interested in
developing a more practical course of home management education may ob-
ser-ce in Table 4, the type of activities that can be offered by the
sohool to provide experiences whesreby pupils -will learn to save time and
energy in the use and care of the electric range.
Teachers in the field of home economics, who wish to offer a better
program of home management education will also find this thesis of value.
They can obtain from it a general idea of what experiences and learnings
should be expected in a practical program of home mansLgement education.
Recommendations.— The writer makes the following recommendations:
1. It is recommended that a program of household maneigement edu>
cation be offered by the Whitman Street High School, Tooooa,
Georgia, as a means of developing more efficient housekeepers and
home managers.
2. It is also recommended that the home economics department of the
Whitman Street High Sohool provide experiences in:
a. Selection, use, and care of household furnishings and equip¬
ment.
b. That opportunity be given for developing techniques and
skills in the use and care of home furnishings and equip¬
ment that are conducive to efficient home management.
3. It is recommended that the classroom work in home management be
supplemented by experiences offered in the home in the use and
care of household furnishings and equipment.
4. It is recommended that the home economics instructor work with
the principal and adults of the community to set up attainable
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objectives for a program of community education in household
management education.
5. It is recommended that some instruction in wise use of leisuz*e
time, which efficient use of modern household equipment and
appliances brings about be given to both the pupils of the VWiit-
man Street High School and the adults of the community.
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Directionst In the questions below, please circle the answer that most
nearly fits your situation.
Examples:
Do you clean your refrigerator weekly? (Yes) No
How many times do you wash weekly? 1(3)3 4 5 6
1. Do you do your own cleaning? Yes No
2* Do you plan your cleaning activities? ...... Yes No
3. Do you have special days for particular cleaning .
tasks? Yes No
4. Do you plan ahead of time for your spring cleaning? Yes No
5. Do you clean at regular inteznrals? Yes No
6. Do you wait until cleaning is badly needed before
doing it? Yes No7.Check any of the following that are found or used
in your hornet
Electric range ( )
Electric refrigerator ( )
Electric washing machine ( )
Vacuum cleaner ( )
48
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Automatic electric washer ( )
hardwood flooring ( )
Inlaid linoleum flooring ( )
Congoleum rug ( )
Scatter rug ( )
Carpet ( )
Draperies ( )8.Do you keep the inside lining and shel-ves of your eleotrlo
refrigerator in good condition by washing them regularly
with lukewarm water and baking soda? Yes No9.Do you defrost and clean your electric refrigerator at
regular Intex^als? Yes No
10, Do you leave the refrigerator door open when the refri¬
gerator is shut off? Yes No
11. Do you wash the exterior finish of your electric refri¬
gerator with a lukewarm solution of mild soap and water? • Yes No
12. Do you allow acid foods to remain on the porcelain or
enamel surface of your refrigerator? Yes No
13. Do you keep the condenser unit on your refrigerator free
from dust, lint, and cob webs? Yes Nb
14. Do you wash your electric range while it is hot? Yes No
15. Do you use special cleaning preparations to clean the
surfaces of your range? Yes Nb
16. When hot foods or liquids spill on your range do you
wipe them up immediately with a damp cloth? Yes No
17. Do you clean your range at regular intervals? Yes Nc
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18. Do you wait until your range needs cleaning badly before
you clean it? Yes No
19. Is your range perfectly level? Yes No
20. Do you use the "brush and steel-wool" treatment for clean¬
ing bumed-on food particles from the oven of your elec¬
tric range? Yes No
21. Do you clean the oven every time you use the broiler in
your electric range? Yes No
22. Do you use aluminum foil in the oven of your electric
range to catch spilled over food? Yes No
23. lihen cleaning the oven of your electric range do you re¬
move and clean the lower heating element? Yes No
24. Do you clean the chrome, stainless steel, or nickle
surface of your electric range with a damp cloth and dry
with a cloth to prevent water spots?
25. Do you release the pressure on the wringer rollers on
your electric washing machine when it is not being used? . Yes No
26. Do you drain water from the tub and remo-ve lint from
the drain-screen of your electric washing machine each
time after you finish using it? Yes No
27. Do you clean and check your electric washer at regular
Intervals when it is not used for long periods of time? . Yes No
28. Do you have a cover to protect the wringer rollers of
your electric washer? Yes No
29. Do you wash at regular intervals? Yes No
30. Do you protect your electric washing machine against
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bumps, and jerks that may result in injury to the motor and
dent or chip the finish of the tub? Yes No
31. If you keep your washer on an open porch do you keep it
oo-vered with a dust proof cover? Yes No
32. Do you measure or weigh the amount of cloethes you put
into your electric washer or automatic washer? Yes No
33. Do you iron at regular intervals? Yes No
34. Do you wait until you have a large accumulation of soil
clothes before you wash? Yes No
35. Do you plan your ironing? Yes No
36. How many hours a week do you devote to ironing? 1 2 3 4 5 6
37. Do you iron at regular intervals? Yes No
38. Do you wash your floors with soap and water? Yes No
39. Do you oil your floors? Yes No
40. Do you wax your floors? Yes No
41. Do you clean your floors at regular intervals? Yes No
42. Do you clean your floors with soap and water before you
wax them? Yes No
43. Do you use liquid wax on your floors? Yes No
44. Do you polish your waxed floors with a weighted polish? . Yes No
45. Do you polish your waxed floor with an electric floor
polisher? Yes No
46. Do you use paste wax on your floors? Yes No
47. Do you use a dry mop to remove dust and fine dirt from
your floors? Yes No
• Do you clean your waxed floors with a cloth mop dampened48
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with cold watcrt
49. How many hours weekly do you estimate that you spend
taking care of the floors in your house? 2 4 6 8 10.60.Do you use a broom to sweep your carpets or rugs? . . .
51. Do you wash your rugs axid carpets at . regular intervals?
52. What kind of vacuum cleaner do you use? Check one: tank
or up-right.
53. Does your vacuum have attachments for cleaning rugs,
carpets, furniture, etc.? .....
54. Do you have tile floors?
55. Do you clean your tile floors with soap and water? . .
56. Do you polish your tile floors with liquid wax? ....
57. Do you dust your furniture at regular intei^als? ...
58. Do you polish or wax your furniture at regular in¬
tervals?
59. If you use polish on your furniture check the type;
Oil polish ( )
Cream polish ( )
60. How often do you give your house a general cleaning?
Once a year? ( )
Twice a ys ar? ( )
At Christmas? ( )
At Thanksgiving ( )
61. Do you use special equipment to do partloular tasks? . .













63. Were you ever given Instruction in the oare and use of
your household equipment by an individualT Yes No
64. Did you learn to use your equipnient by following the
printed instruotion of the manufacturers? ....... Yes No
65. Do you change your draperies by seasons? Yes No
66. Do you change your curtains by seasons? . Yes No
67. Do you launder your own curtains? Yes No
68. Do you vacuum clean your draperies? Yes No
69. Do you plan your household activities so as to give







Knowing something of the many household tasks
confronting the average housewife, I hesitate to
make this request, but there is certain information
that I would like to obtain. 1 am planning a better
program of work, and desire your cooperation.
1 am certain that you have noticed the part that
the program of home economics in the Khitman Street
High School has played in bringing about increased know¬
ledge and skill In the art of homemaking and home mana¬
gement. In order to improve ny own program of home
economic instruction, I am anxious to find out what
housewives are doing with reference to selection axid
care of household fuimishixigs and equipment.
1 would deeply appreciate your cooperation in
checking the items and answering the questions in
the enclosed questionnaires and returning them to
me at your earliest convenience.
Thanking you in advance for your cooperation,
I am
Yours truly.
(Mrs.) £. B. Uoore
(Home Economics Teacher)
EBHxebm
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